
 

 

Poncho making tips and advice 
 

 

 

Pattern & instructions: 

 

● Our pattern is based on grey polarvide Ikea blankets of approx 130x170cm  

(http://www.ikea.com/gb/en/products/textiles-rugs/blankets-throws/polarvide-throw-

grey-art-50296990/) however they are easily adaptable to other sizes though we 

advise not using much smaller dimensions for adults. Just ensure with changes that 

the cowl neck is not too tight and the material stretches in the correct direction for 

this. 

● The pattern pieces for neck and pocket are actual size but worth checking your 

printer hasn’t resized. The neck hole pattern looks small but it is correct! 

 

Buying blankets/materials: 

 

● We currently use Ikea blankets for ease of turnaround and quality however longer 

term we want to source cheaper, more environmentally sustainable and water-

resistant materials. Rolls of material may be cheaper but we haven’t yet found a 

source, potentially ordering direct from china in the future. With our last batch we 

sent rain ponchos alongside this to extend their life. Any findings or ideas in this area 

please do share. 

● We have tried various waterproofing products on the Polarvide material to make 

more water-resistant but they either didn’t work very well or were very expensive, 

toxic or no longer in production. 

● Some Ikea stores have given a little discount and some have given none. Central 

office refer to individual stores and will not provide a central discount. Best results 

have been achieved by contacting the store’s Customer Relations Manager. Milton 

Keynes Store has been very helpful so may be worth citing them. 

 

Organising events 

 

● It works well to have options of home sewing as well as group events. 

● It’s good to have 1 or 2 accessible locations for people to collect blankets from 

● We use free venues only, mainly church hall but also art workshops. 

● It is good to have one or two people in charge during each group sewing event who 

can be responsible for where materials are, where finished/half-finished ponchos 

should go, and what time to break for food etc. People all have their own equally 

valid opinions about small details so someone needs to be able to make quick and 

final decisions in these cases 

● It is advisable to have some pre-cut poncho parts before a group event starts. 

● Sewing in production line style works most effectively: sewers start with sewing cowl 

necks whilst others pin pockets; Then sewers stitch pockets and handover to pinners 

http://www.ikea.com/gb/en/products/textiles-rugs/blankets-throws/polarvide-throw-grey-art-50296990/
http://www.ikea.com/gb/en/products/textiles-rugs/blankets-throws/polarvide-throw-grey-art-50296990/


to pin cowl neck; Finally sewers stitch necks and others finish removing labels and 

loose threads and start folding and rolling. 

● People who aren’t confident using a sewing machine are helpful for cutting, pinning, 

rolling and making tea! 

● Useful things to supply for events include: Pin Cushions (we make ours from fleece 

offcuts), pins, thread, string, scissors, seam unpickers, tape measures, sewer’s 

chalk. Also extension leads, bags for life and large boxes for finished ponchos ready 

for delivery. 

● Place sewing machine tables close to plug sockets to reduce trip hazard of power 

leads. 

● Remind sewers to put their names on anything they bring to use eg scissors! 

● Shared lunches have worked really well.  

● Ideally sewing events over multiple days would be held in the same venue, week 

days also had a good turn out 

 

Distribution and logistics 

 

● Set up a spreadsheet entering who has taken blankets for making at home with their 

contact details so you can keep track of where they all are.  

● We’ve developed a way of folding, rolling and tying with string the finished poncho 

which the distributors like - this is included in our pattern and sewing instructions 

● Put the number of ponchos on the outside of each box or bag - this helps the 

distributors. 

 

Funding 

 

● We have applied for various pots of local funding, been approached by individual 

funders and sold crafts made from poncho off-cuts (brooches, finger puppets, toy 

rats, pin cushions, head bands).  

● We are now also starting to make ponchos to sell, priced £17.50 with the tagline that 

this funds 3 ponchos for refugees. 

 

Volunteers 

 

● This project has easily had our biggest volunteer engagement, with around 70 

involved in some way in the first two batches (300 each), we have actively 

encouraged non-sewers and groups to sew independently. Our next batch will be 

600 which we will turn around in 3 weeks with a week long event. 

● We have successfully asked for venues, funding and ideas through our volunteers 

and have now set up a separate mailchimp mailing list for them. The project has 

really helped these volunteers to feel connected to the refugees receiving the 

ponchos and their circumstances. As well as keeping them updated on how the 

poncho distributions have gone, we have also given details on the refugees’ dire 

situations and experiences to continue to inform, outrage and activate volunteers and 

through them their friends/families. 

 

For further info and to share any ideas/experiences please contact 

ponchos@camcrag.org.uk 


